You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SIEMENS LOTUS. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the SIEMENS LOTUS in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual SIEMENS LOTUS
User guide SIEMENS LOTUS
Operating instructions SIEMENS LOTUS
Instructions for use SIEMENS LOTUS
Instruction manual SIEMENS LOTUS
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Manual abstract:
@@@@Decibels of sound full of meaning and emotion. @@New discreet BTE models. Lotus M is the inconspicuous solution for people with mild to
moderate hearing loss. The small Lotus Pro M model can be fitted with an especially thin tube (LifeTube) for greater comfort and discretion. Its stop-end
volume control is easy to use. It is also available with directional microphones that make it easier to hear in difficult listening situations. For hassle-free
hearing enjoyment. Siemens Lotus instruments offer you an array of solutions for mild to profound hearing losses. They are available in a wide variety of
Behind-The-Ear (BTE) and In-The-Ear (ITE or "custom") models. And, all Lotus instruments feature advanced feedback cancellation.
Whatever your choice, one thing is clear: Siemens Lotus devices combine affordability with reliability, ease of use and superior sound quality. Lotus SP and
Lotus P New: Lotus Pro M Lotus Custom 3 For more confidence in every situation. Curing a teddy bear's leg is easy with a bit of care and patience. In
comparison, having your hearing instruments repaired can be a nuisance. We would like to spare you the bother altogether.
That's why we've made Siemens Lotus products trouble-free and durable. So you'll always feel comfortable and confident when you wear them. Well
protected. Lotus instruments are resistant to humidity this protects the interior against damage and minimizes the need for repairs. Made to last.
Trustworthy performance is the hallmark of the Siemens Lotus products. @@@@@@@@Because real quality and reliability are nothing without ease of
use. Attractive extras. @@@@@@Convenient details. @@@@@@@@Attention to detail. @@@@Adapting to the environment. @@@@@@The custom
line offers almost invisible In-The-Ear models with more power than ever before. While the attractive directional BTE instruments include Power and Super
Power solutions. Lotus P (133/70 dB). For moderate to severe hearing loss.
Lotus SP (138/80 dB). For severe to profound hearing loss. 8 I can't wait: 76 decibels 9 Family reunion: 10 64 decibels For longer hearing enjoyment.
Siemens Lotus instruments are powerful, but energy efficient. They provide great performance at low power consumption to ensure long battery life. By using
Siemens batteries, you'll be certain that your instruments remain reliable, safe, versatile and extremely powerful. Long-life quality. Even the most powerful
and demanding instruments in the Lotus family deliver long-lasting and stable amplification thanks to their economic battery consumption. The excellent
battery life is complemented by alert tones when the battery capacity is low, so you won't be caught out without power. Lotus SP, Lotus P and Lotus Pro M:
High power performance, low battery consumption.
11 For everything you love to hear. With its robust design, proven components and advanced features, Siemens Lotus has all the elements necessary for highly
reliable hearing performance and comfort in the most diverse and demanding situations. Lotus instruments come in programmable and trimmer-operated
versions. The Lotus Pro can be programmed using a computer to match your hearing loss characteristics. @@@@.
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